
Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

8:00pm. Tuesday 27 July 2021

At Whixley Village Hall

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, D Fraser, M Turner, V Bedford, G Lloyd, C Sharpe

Apologies: L Farnworth

Minutes of previous committee meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting of June 10th 2021were accepted as a true record and

IM was actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising
CIO Status: CS to circulate a progress report to the committee. CS

Licensee: CS to arrange the necessary course in order to replace Carl Bland as licensee for

the hall.  MT offered to be a second licensee and will attend the a course as well. CS and MT

to arrange.

Cooker Isolation Switches: MT is on the case, awaiting reply from electrician.

Defibrillator: Our existing defibrillator is unserviceable and will be replaced by the Parish

Council who have agreed to take on responsibility for the new device. IM has agreed that it

can be placed on the village hall wall as before.

CPR Equipment: IM reported that this is located in the back store room, in a large red bag,

complete with its training DVD. If anyone is willing to runa course to train others then the

equipment is available. IM will publish a note in the newsletter. Action IM

Snagging Form: IM has created the form. It is located at https://bit.ly/3y9tAbh. Simply open

this link with a web browser and bookmark it for ready access to the form in the future.

When an entry is made in the form the details are recorded on a spreadsheet and an email is

sent to IM, DF and MT.

Hot Water: MT to progress a form of remote management for the hot water system. Action

MT

Awards for All: See agenda item
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Kitchen Equipment Instructions: GL has completed the simplification of the instruction

manuals.

Whixley Live: The event was held on 24th July and was a success despite the relatively small

number of visitors.

Finance Update
IM gave a brief overview of the current financial situation. We have no further rant income promised

or received, but our regular users have returned to the hall and have generated nearly £4,000 in

income in the first 5 months of the year, despite some of those months being during lockdown.  We

have no problems with debtors or outstanding creditors.

Cash balance as of today is £27,817 over the three accounts (Bank, Paypal and Cash).

Facilities Management
DF reported that normal maintenance was proceeding as scheduled, but there were access

difficulties with respect to the strip light and bulb replacement. He is working on getting these

sorted.

The snagging list form as reported earlier logs details into a spreadsheet where remedial action or

other comments may be logged. This is available here https://bit.ly/3i74K67 which again can be

bookmarked so it is easily accessible. The sheet may be directly updated by DF, MT or IM, these

being the people involved in remedial action of one sort or another.

The repairing of the front of the hall was discussed. It was agreed that DF would find a contractor to

carry out the repainting, including the sign, as soon as possible. Action DF.

COVID Risk assessment and policy updates. DF recommended the following measures should remain:

● Retain in place dispensers for hand sanitising alcohol-based gel

● Remind users of recommended procedures by posting notices on handwashing and hygiene

● Retain in place notices regarding social distancing and one way systems.

● Recommend to all users that social distancing measures with 2m separation be maintained

for all activities where the numbers of people present make this possible.

● Recommend to all users that ventilation (open doors and windows) should be maximised

whenever possible.

● Recommend to all users that face masks should be worn by all present where social

distancing at less than 2m is not possible due to the numbers present or the nature of

activity

● Event organisers and hirers of hall and rooms to be responsible for additional rules and

recommendations specific to their users and activity.

● Particular attention should be paid to events where large numbers of people are expected

(such as bonfire/fireworks and 10k/5k run) and specific risk assessments should be agreed

with the village hall committee in advance of such events
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DF committed to produce a revised risk assessment in the light of the changing situation and

circulate it to committee members shortly for comment. Action DF

Playground
VB gave an overview of the progress so far with the new playground project. Several design

ideas have been submitted with some finding more favour than others with the Whixplay

committee. The theme for the new facility will be wood with the emphasis on safe

adventure play. MT commented that the committee should consider the lifetime

maintenance costs of a wooden structure, which VB said was part of her committee’s

considerations.

The committee were asked to consider the site for the new playground and VB gave a

presentation of the pros and cons of moving it to a new location or leaving it where it is.

Following a discussion the committee were unanimous in their support for moving the

playground, thereby allowing a new facility to be constructed without disturbing the old one

until after it was completed, and allowing for further development of the space at the rear

of the hall in the future.

Awards for All grant
No substantial progress has been made on defining a package for our next grant claim but

several ideas are emerging. VB and GL said that they would work together on a list of items

to be presented as a package and have something to suggest by the next meeting.

Any Other Business
Upholstered chairs. These will be moved out of the back store.

Film frosting to first floor windows on south elevation.

Sophie Councell, the owner of Valentine House next door to the village hall, has requested

that we obscure the two windows (snooker room and small office) overlooking her garden

and new extension to afford her additional privacy.  There is no obligation on the Village Hall

Committee to do this (just as there is no obligation on Valentine House to obscure the views

from the newly built extension). However, the detriment to the users of the village hall in

doing so is small compared with the perceived improvement of privacy to Valentine House.

After discussion it was agreed that

1. we apply film frosting to the bottom half of the two windows as a temporary

measure for three years (until August 2024) while the trees planted in the grounds of

Valentine House grow to maturity; and

2. we declare that this is a temporary measure as a gesture of good will by neighbours,

and implies no precedent for the future.

The committee approved this response and DF was actioned to implement it.
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Resilience Plan contact: The Parish Council has required that a village hall committee

member joins the reliance plan team as the representative of the village hall.  DF has agreed

to do this. Note that IM and MT are already members of the resilience committee.

The Catch. IM reported that the theatre production of The Catch will go ahead on October

19th as previously reported. Tickets will go on sale shortly via the online shop.

Bonfire. It is hoped that the bonfire will go ahead in November, but a “bonfire tzar” is

required following the resignation of Steve Wright. IM to approach some of the names on

the Friends list

5k/10k run. Similarly it is hoped that the 10k run can go ahead, IM and DF to discuss with

JW-W.

Next Meeting
There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:30pm.  The next meeting will be held

on Tuesday September 14th, there being no meeting in August.
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